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QUESTION 1

A team member who is not familiar with IntelliMorph needs to understand what field groups are and the primary
advantage of using them. What should you tell the team member? 

A. They are groupings of fields on the table; they are used for speeding up the entry of information based on the form for
which they are designed. 

B. They are groupings of fields by data type; field groups allow for the update of data by using indexes to quickly access
key columns and rows. 

C. They are groupings of physical database fields by logical choice; field groups can be referenced directly on forms and
reports, and, upon modification, related references are automatically updated. 

D. They are groupings of fields references directly on forms and reports; however, you need to update and refresh the
field groups on the forms or reports if there are additions or deletions from the table. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/developer/always-use-field-groups-in-tables 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a developer for an Independent Software Vendor (ISV) and will be working with the X++ programming language
and Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations. Which three primitive data types will you use in this situation?
Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. AnyType 

B. Boolean 

C. Float 

D. Real 

E. Short 

Correct Answer: ABD 

Reference: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamicsax-2012/developer/primitive-data-types 

 

QUESTION 3

You are planning to deploy Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations and need to select server architecture.
Which advantage is unique to the Local Business Data deployment option? 

A. It does not require a locally-installed client and is designed to generate web pages that are accessible on any Internet
browser. 

B. It is deployed to the cloud using Azure Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) so that internal IT will not have to support
local hardware. 
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C. It can be subscribed to as a Software as a Service (SaaS) so that no local hardware is utilized and all updates are
managed by Microsoft. 

D. It utilizes Service Fabric standalone clusters that can be deployed on a Windows 2016 server that resides both in the
cloud and on premise. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You are a system administrator for a company\\'s Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Finance and Operations ?Retail live
environment. 

You are responsible for ensuring the environment runs smoothly. 

In which scenario would you need to monitor diagnostic data in the hot path? 

A. One of the servers in the environment crashed, and you need to troubleshoot the cause of the crash. 

B. Telemetry data from other components in your hybrid cloud are not being replicated or backed up. 

C. The environment is experiencing performance issues, and you suspect that it is due to hardware issues. 

D. Errors exist in one of the Retail Server components, and you need to troubleshoot the root cause of the issues. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You are an Independent Software Vendor (ISV) developer and are working on extending a solution. 

You complete a report and need to invoke it. 

What are two possible ways to invoke the report? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. 

A. from a Menu Reference located on a Menu artifact 

B. from a Menu Item Button located on a Form artifact 

C. from a Menu Item Reference located on a Menu artifact 

D. from a Menu Button located on a Form artifact 

Correct Answer: AC 

References: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics365/unified-operations/dev-itpro/analytics/extend-report-menu-
items 
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